Hello bureaucrats,

I have taken the time to learn proper options trading. I use them as a necessity to safely grow our (household) retirement accounts values in my ever challenging attempts to out pace inflation.

It has become too difficult to find safe yield in this zero interest environment created by the reckless and taxing governmental central banker's devaluation of the country's currency and of course all our wealth. Therefore, I have been forced to learn and work with options for additional income while protecting our assets. Finally, as you may or may not know, options were designed for equity insurance / protection and most option trades reduce risk, rather than increase it.

Please get out of our lives and go back to doing the very limited things you were contracted to do under the Constitution. If the government stayed out of our lives, acted as responsibly stewards of the taxpayers money, and stayed out of what use to be our free market society; I would not have the absurd need to address this issue at all. Thank you.